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The application form explained 

Before completing your application, please ensure that you have read both the relevant 

how to apply to set up a free school guidance and the criteria for assessment carefully. 

Please also ensure that you can provide all the information and documentation 

required. 

Sections 

Declaration 

The declaration must be made by a company member on behalf of the company/trust.  

The declaration section is found on page 8 of this form. All applicants are required to 

complete this section in full. 

All applicants will need to complete sections A, B, C, E, H and I in full.  

For sections D, F and G, the information you need to provide will depend on the type of 

group you are. Please refer to the relevant section of the how to apply to set up a free 

school guidance document and the criteria for assessment, for the information your 

group should include in these sections. 

Section A asks you for applicant details in the Excel form.  

Section B asks you to outline your proposed free school(s) in the Excel form.  

Section C asks you for detailed information on the vision for your school(s) and is to be 

completed using the Word form.  

Section D asks you for detailed information on your proposed education plan(s) and is 

to be completed using the Word form.  

Section E asks you to evidence that there is a need for the school(s) you are 
proposing in the Word form. 
 
Section F asks you to demonstrate that you have the capacity and capability to open 

the school(s) you are proposing and is to be completed using the Word form.  

Section G specifically asks about costs. This requires the completion of the relevant 

sections of the Excel budget template.  

Studio schools use a different Excel budget template than mainstream and 16-19 free 

schools. 

Section H asks for information about premises, and suitable site(s) you have identified. 

This requires the completion of the relevant section of the Excel application form.  

Section I is about your suitability to set up and then run a free school. The form is 

available here. 
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Failure to submit all the information required may mean that we are unable to consider 

your application. 

Submitting Sections A to H 

The completed Word and Excel templates and the budget plans need to be submitted 

by email to the department by the application deadline to: 

FS.applications@education.gsi.gov.uk. Your email must be no larger than 9MB in size. 

If your documents are larger than 9MB, please send multiple emails clearly indicating 

that the emails are connected (e.g. email 1 of 3). 

Applications for a Studio School should also be sent to: 

applications@studioschooltrust.org.  

The Word template should be between 50 and 100 pages long (depending on which 

type of group you are); formatted for printing on A4 paper; completed in Arial 12 point 

font; and include page numbers. Annexes are excluded from the page limit and should 

be restricted to CVs for key individuals. Please do not include photographs, images and 

logos in your application. 

The contents of the budget Excel template and Excel application form are excluded 

from the page limit.   

Please include the name of your school in the file name for all Word and Excel 

templates. 

You also need to submit two hard copies (of Sections A-H and the budget plans) by a 

guaranteed method such as ‘Recorded Signed For’ post to: Free Schools Applications 

Team, Department for Education, 3rd Floor, Sanctuary Buildings, Great Smith Street, 

London SW1P 3BT. You may also hand deliver if you prefer. 

It is essential that the hard copies are identical to the version you email. 

Submitting Section I 

Section I, i.e. the Personal Information form, is required for each member, director, and 

principal designate who has not submitted forms within the past 365 days; together with 

a list of those members, directors, and principals designate who have submitted 

Section I forms within the past 365 days. These need to be submitted by email 

alongside a copy of Section A (from the Excel template) to 

due.diligence@education.gsi.gov.uk stating the name of the school in the subject title.  
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Data protection 

Personal data is collected on the Word and Excel templates in order to consider an 

application to set up a free school and will not be used for other purposes.  For the 

purposes of the Data Protection Act, the Department for Education is the data controller 

for this personal information and for ensuring that it is processed in accordance with the 

terms of the Act. The department will hold all personal information you supply securely 

and will only make it available to those who need to see it as part of the free school 

application process. All personal information supplied in these forms will only be 

retained for as long as it is needed for this process.  
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Completing the application form 

Section A – applicant details (use Excel spread sheet) 

This section will need to be completed by all applicants. Please: 

 complete the Section A tab in the Excel spread sheet; and 

 refer to the how to apply to set up a free school guidance and the criteria for 

assessment for what should be included in this section. 

Section B – outline of the school (use Excel spread sheet) 

This section will need to be completed by all applicants. Please: 

 complete the Section B tab in the Excel spread sheet; and 

 refer to the how to apply to set up a free school guidance and the criteria for 

assessment for what should be included in this section. 
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We know we have strong and trusting relationships with all our linked primary 

schools. We want to establish  a successful MAT model whilst maintaining the 

support of our local primaries and increasing their desire to join our MAT. Over 

several years we have worked as a cluster to develop common principles and 

effective ways of working including: sharing expertise, resources, professional 

learning opportunities and curriculum development. This strong partnership has the 

potential to develop into a formal MAT.  

In order to ensure that educational provision is not compromised and the MAT 

develops across the wider community at a manageable pace, any further formal 

partnership with other cluster schools will be considered once the Boorley Green and 

Horton Heath schools are established.  

In order for this to evolve we have to adopt a collaborative approach that is not heavy 

handed or threatening, with all parties signing up to the rationale and principles 

behind the partnership with the MAT. We believe that by modelling a strong 

collaborative approach for the MAT of three schools, based on the clear principles 

and values already established through our informal partnerships with local primary 

schools, we can demonstrate the capacity and expertise to be able to support all the 

primary schools in the local area through the formal structure of a MAT. 

The Wildern Trust believes in offering a broad, balanced curriculum that enables all 

pupils to pursue their passions and interests from the Arts to the Sciences. Instilling 

this love of learning begins from early years.  Boorley Green Primary School will be 

similar in its intake to Wildern and Horton Heath catchments and it is therefore our 

aim to replicate the curriculum model planned for the new all-through school. Horton 

Heath will be the link school for Boorley Green; pupils transition into Key Stage 3 and 

4 will hugely benefit from the continuity of having followed a similar curriculum model 

based on the key principles and values of the MAT.  Pupils will follow a broad, 

balanced, relevant and differentiated curriculum which will prepare them for the 

opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of adult life and their continual 

pursuits of learning.  All children will work within the National Curriculum at Key Stage 

1 and 2.  We have worked closely with our primary experts (identified in our executive 

group) in developing our primary provision. Both colleagues, as the CVs indicate, 

have a wealth of experience as Headteachers and have led good and outstanding 

schools. Their advice and guidance has, and will continue to be critical to our 

success. They share our moral purpose and are committed to supporting our journey. 

The curriculum will enable pupils to: 

 increase their knowledge, skills and understanding based on the principles of 
a mastery curriculum 

 develop a positive disposition to learning 

 develop independence of learning and the skills and attributes for lifelong 
learning.  

 appreciate human achievement  
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 be aware of the spiritual and aesthetic dimensions of life 

 develop attitudes, values and beliefs that are reasoned and acceptable within 
society 

 develop a sense of self respect, resilience and confidence. 
 

We are committed to giving all our pupils opportunities to achieve and experience 

success; to establish sound, constructive relationships; to develop a sense of 

responsibility for their actions and to share a concern for their own environment and 

the world as a whole. 

Success in the classroom is built on an understanding of the learning journey. The 

Wildern Trust will deploy teachers across all phases and this will enable staff to plan 

and teach together. This unique opportunity will support and enhance successful 

transition through increased continuity and progression. Examples include moderation, 

team teaching, peer observations and joint professional learning. There will be an 

opportunity to share good practice, understand fully the child’s journey from Reception 

to age 16 and intervene swiftly, if required, to ensure progress at all stages. While 

Boorley Green will have an entry for EYFS to KS2 we will want staff to work 

collaboratively across the MAT to learn from each other in developing their professional 

practice and understanding.  

Pupil welfare  

The school will have high expectations of pupils with regard to their behaviour and 

social and personal development alongside their academic progress. Planned 

transition and progression through key stages will be critical in ensuring a positive 

and cohesive educational experience. Boorley Green will undoubtedly benefit from 

being part of the Wildern Trust and fostering strong community relationships with 

other local primary schools will be critical. The Wildern cluster known as the Wildern 

Primary Partnership (WPP) is an established strong community of schools with a 

successful track record and working collaboratively together. It has its own WPP 

strategic plan which identifies group priorities linked to joint projects and professional 

learning. Boorley Green would form part of this established cluster and benefit from 

the strong partnership work already embedded. For a new school and community this 

will be valuable for sharing good practice and supporting the new pupil cohort within 

the local area.  

Wildern School is a UNICEF Level 2 Rights Respecting school and pupil voice is an 

integral part of our school community. We will aim to build this culture and ethos at 

Boorley Green as we believe it supports both well-being and positive attitudes to 

learning. From Early Years to Year 6 we will work closely with parents to ensure that 

pupils are supported by a strong home school partnership. We believe the principles 

of Rights and Respect must underpin all we do. 
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A Rights Respecting school is one which places the United Nations Convention on 

the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) at the heart of everything that it does. It is a school 

in which pupils learn that with rights comes the element of respect. It is a school in 

which pupils and staff work together as a partnership, pupil voice is highly valued and 

plays a crucial role and pupils are empowered to enter the wider world being active 

global citizens. A Rights Respecting school is based upon the principles of equality, 

dignity, respect, non-discrimination and participation. 

Being a Rights Respecting school has profound impact on pupils and the school as a 

whole. Some of the key benefits include: 

 improved self-esteem and well-being 

 improved relationships and behaviour (reductions in bullying and exclusions 

and improved attendance) 

 improved engagement in learning 

 positive attitudes towards diversity in society and the reduction of prejudice 

 pupils enhanced moral understanding 

 pupils support for global justice 

 pupils become more involved in decision-making in schools. 
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Section F – capacity and capability 

F1 (a) Skills and experience of your team 

All applicants will need to complete this section, but you will give us different 

information depending on which type of group you are. Please refer to the how to apply 

to set up a free school guidance and the criteria for assessment for what should be 

included in this section. 

If you are a sponsor with at least one school, or a MAT with at least two schools, and 

you have a letter or email from your RSC office saying how many free schools you 

have capacity to open, you need to: 

 Tell us who (a named individual) is in charge during pre-opening and provide 

their CV. 

If you do not meet the criteria set out above, please: 

 complete the table below; and 

 provide a short commentary on your plans to manage the pre-opening project. 

You must complete a separate line for each member. Please identify individuals who 

will be company members, trustees, the chair of trustees, members of the pre-opening 

team and if applicable, the local governing body, including the chair if they have been 

identified. 

Please note that while we have now been approved for an additional  All-through 

school this has only just been confirmed. For that reason we have included the 

full information as in the previous successful application.  
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F1 (a) Skills and experience of your team 

Proposed trustees for Main Board/Local Governing Bodies 

The following list identifies from Table 1 current who will, along with Table 2 below, form the Main Board and or Local 

Governing Bodies of Wildern Multi Academy Trust: 
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Section H – premises (use Excel spread sheet) 

This section will need to be completed by all applicants. Please: 

 complete the Section H tab in the Excel spread sheet; and 

 refer to the relevant section of the how to apply to set up a free school 

guidance and the criteria for assessment for what should be included in 

this section. 
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Annexes 

This section will need to be completed by all applicants. Please: 

 Provide CVs of key individuals as set out in the criteria booklet and any 

letters of support and maps.  

 Any annexes are excluded from the page limit, but should be submitted as 

part of your application, i.e. as one Word document. 

 Refer to the relevant section of how to apply to set up a free school 

guidance and the criteria for assessment for what should be included in 

this section. 
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7. Optional: brief comments on 

how the role you played helped 

to raise standards in any or all of 

your three previous roles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

    

8. Reference names(s) and contact 

details 
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Appendix: 

 
Appendix 1 

Design Concept 

As mentioned in Section D we will be exploring the possibility of adopting some of the 

Forest School principles to supporting the curriculum and students learning. Based on this 

the design ideas have explored how the outside space can support this. Given the unique 

context and character of the natural landscape, well established trees and site ecology the 

opportunities for this project are many. Use of the whole site and in particular the boundary 

edges for woodland and wetland habitats was seen to hold great potential as a valuable 

resource for outdoor activities and ‘hands-on’ learning. Open air concepts began to inform 

the design with further reference to the design of post war schools that integrated external 

spaces and covered circulation routes.   

The proposed new accommodation extended from the south to the north across the 

central sloping part of the site. The layout comprised of a ‘public’ front entrance block to 

the south with teaching ‘pavilions’ stepping back the rear each side of a main circulation 

spine. The configuration of the blocks provide courtyard spaces and opportunities for 

outdoor teaching. The teaching pavilions are conceived as compact four-classroom 

‘clusters’ that open directly on to the external courtyards. The roof form extends beyond 

the teaching areas to provide external shelter and circulation. This key feature create a 

useful ‘veranda’ or ‘engawa’ that blurs the boundaries and acts as a transition space 

between inside and outside. 

This single storey solution with large footprint however did not allow for future expansion 

due to the site constraints and restricted site area.  

Consequently the feasibility study undertaken in October 2015 was based on a new build 

solution for a two form entry (2FE) brief with space for a 1 FE future expansion. Alternative 

two storey layouts were explored to reduce the footprint however the configuration of 

teaching ‘clusters’ and external courtyards was seen as an attractive and efficient response 

the brief and site context. The diagram has therefore been further developed to arrange 

year groups across two levels of accommodation while maintaining the original ‘open air’ 

planning principles and opportunities. To foster both educational wellbeing and rights of 

passage the Year R and KS1 pupils are located to the ground floor and KS2 pupils to the 

upper floor. All teaching areas are able to access and open out on to external spaces via 

the perimeter veranda/balcony. 

The strategic moves during design development are as follows: 

a) establish a prominent entrance and public front to the southern part of the site with 
links to Community and Sports facilities; 

b) establish a safe pedestrian route shared with the Pre-School via the 
existing/enhanced public right of way (PROW) to the west of the site; 

c) segregate pedestrian access and vehicular traffic and restrict on site parking to staff 
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and visitors only; 
d) to concentrate development to the central sloping part of the site and maximize 

external open space; 
e) to preserve ‘level’ upper and lower site areas for the large playing pitch and 

hardcourt areas;  
f) minimise encroachment and impact on the mature tree belt and habitat areas 

bounding the site;  
g) break down the scale and mass of built forms as ‘pavilions’ within a parkland setting; 
h) plan for future expansion without compromising the built forms and landscape 

character. 
 

The combination of single storey and two storey forms to the sloping part of the site has 

produced a more compact design solution. The reduced two storey footprint has allowed 

external areas to be carefully integrated with the built forms and provide sufficient space 

for future expansion on the site.  

Open Air Design and Access 

The key design consideration is to maximise the available open space on the school site 

with the desire to maintain the mature tree belt the open spaces to the east and west of 

the site. Connectivity and enclosure is provided by the built-forms that span between hard 

courts to the west, playing field to the east and natural habitat areas to the north and east 

edges of the site. 

The proposed grass pitch area to the east is sized to BB103 requirements for a 2FE 

Primary School. The dimensions are however restricted by the site constraints. If and when 

the school is expanded to 3FE it is proposed that this pitch area is converted in to a 

Synthetic Turf Pitch (STP) to enhance provision and year round use. This all-weather 

facility will then be beneficial both to the school and local community. The proposed pitch 

area measures 40 x 70m (44.5 x 75.3m externally) with 3m high catch-ball fencing to the 

east and southern edges.  

The design for the proposed access road from the south is to be coordinated with the 

Housing developer to ensure that it provides a safe and attractive approach to the school 

entrance and reception areas. The design and construction of the school access road is to 

be undertaken by the housing developer and will need to be part of a reserved matters 

application for that part of the masterplan. This short access road will need to be carefully 

designed to deter and prevent on-street parking. Vehicular access for staff, visitors and 

service vehicles will be via the south-west corner of the site and is shared between the 

Primary School and future Pre-School. Due to the restricted site frontage a ‘public’ garden 

court is proposed within the site to enhance the public domain and approach from the 

south. 

Entrance Block 

The school entrance block frontage, walled garden court and main hall will define public 

and private areas. The front south-facing elevation is clad in brickwork and forms a 

public/private ‘datum’ allowing shared community use and access to the halls and 
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associated areas. Within this facade the main entrance is punctuated by a sheltered recess 

and an adjacent garden wall extending deep in to the building. This wall surface defines 

and reinforces the main north-south axis and delineates the extent of the main hall. The 

dominant main hall volume to the front elevation projects above the parapet line as a large 

glazed ‘lantern’. This is defined by a projecting roof/soffit that shelters clerestory glazing 

below. Administration and office areas are housed within the low brick clad wing that 

extends to the west. This façade is intentionally calm and restrained with a rhythm of simple 

punched windows. A corner window and recessed entrance denotes the main entrance 

and reception area.  

Upon entering the building the entrance area and circulation spine expands in to a 

generous and light Library and LRC area. This space in turn extends out to a sunken court 

or outdoor reading room via large glazed screens. The main circulation spine provides 

access to the halls to the east and teaching pavilions to the upper north levels. The Main 

Hall (180 sqm) and Music/Drama Studio (55 sqm) can be used independently or combined 

by means of a moveable acoustic wall. The teaching pavilions to the upper site level are 

reached via steps and a platform lift. 

Teaching Pavilions 

The teaching blocks are compact two storey forms conceived as ‘pavilions’ in a parkland 

setting. These will be clad in dark vertical timber boarding with a light steel framed balcony 

structure beyond. Each level comprises of four classroom ‘clusters’ that open out on to the 

garden courts north and south via perimeter verandas and balconies. Teaching areas will 

be accessed via the north-south spine and entrance/cloaks lobby. The layout of classroom 

‘clusters’ provides the following benefits: 

 The entrance lobby acts as a useful ‘draught lobby’ during the heating season 
(winter mode) 

 Students can access external play areas via the lobby in winter mode or directly out 
from the classrooms in summer mode  

 The central lobby provides immediate access to toilet and cloaks areas 

 Back to back classrooms (teaching walls) provides good passive supervision to all 
areas 

 The square two-storey form is compact and energy efficient 

 Each block is autonomous with local (decentralised) plant to improve energy 
efficiency 

 Upper floor balconies and roofs shelter the teaching areas to reduce summer solar 
gain and glare. 

 

Upper floor teaching areas will be accessed via brick clad stair towers, one serving each 

block. Both stair towers house Group Rooms; one stair tower will include a passenger lift 

to provide inclusive access. Group Rooms are orientated away from the classroom with 

views east and west. The upper floor central lobby will be flooded with daylight via a 

clerestory glazed lantern roof. The lower central lobby receives borrowed/filtered daylight 

via glass block pavement lights.  
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Classrooms 

All classrooms are orientated north and south and sheltered by a deep balcony/roof 

structure. This will act as a transition space that blurs the boundaries between inside and 

out. Each classroom will open on to a landscaped courtyard each planted with a tree. Large 

glazed sliding/folding screens are proposed to connect interior and exterior and promote 

open-air teaching.  

In summary the new build proposals seek to create a cohesive school campus with the 

three linked buildings working in unity to provide a nurturing education environment moving 

from reception years through KS1 to KS2. The location of the new school entrance and 

halls to the south will encourage community use and participation.   

Scale, Appearance and Material 

The housing developer/consortium are due to issue a design code for the housing 

development which we understand will include a diverse range of external cladding and 

roof materials and forms. In the absence of the specific ‘design code’ we have made 

specific reference to the masterplan design principles set out in the approved Design and 

Access Statement, in particular 6.17 Built Form (Key Buildings); 6.32/33 Character Areas 

for materials and architectural detailing. 

The school will be constructed from brick and timber cladding with materials being 

sustainably sourced. Perimeter balcony structures will be in lightweight steelwork to 

contrast the glazing and timber cladding set back. Low/flat roof profiles will be 

predominantly roofed with extensive green roofing (sedum and/or wild flower) to mitigate 

rainwater run-off, reduce solar gain/maintenance and enhance the appearance and site 

biodiversity. 

The scale and massing of the built form has been carefully considered in relation to the 

existing site topography and context. Staggered built forms are broken down across site 

contours and interspersed with courtyard spaces to reduce scale and mass. The plan 

configuration creates a series of ‘outdoor classrooms’ that connect to interior teaching 

spaces. 

The proposed two-storey teaching pavilions step back from the single storey entrance 

block to reduce the visual impact from the south approach. Likewise from the western 

approach the two-storey forms are set down in level to reduce scale adjacent the dominant 

backdrop of the mature tree belt to the north and east boundaries. The glazed classroom 

facades are orientated and set back to address the courtyard spaces north and south. The 

height of the teaching pavilions is determined by the floor to ceiling storey heights and 

room proportions to provide adequate daylight and ventilation. The projecting roof and 

balcony structure shelters the classrooms and helps to modulate and break down the 

layered elevations and forms with light and shade. Light coloured soffits, decking and 

paving materials are used to reflect daylight in to the plan. Lantern lights project above 

green roofs to admit daylight to the centre of the plan. The lightweight palate of materials 

comprises dark-stained timber cladding and steelwork to recede in the landscape setting.  
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In contrast the low lying entrance block and stair towers are robust and heavy forms clad 

in light coloured brickwork. Windows and glazed screens are proportioned to suit the 

function and connection to external areas. The lower entrance block is again roofed with 

extensive green roofing and a large glazed lantern roof over the main hall. The height and 

form of the lightweight hall roof/soffit appears to float above the heavier brick masonry 

base. The lantern roof supports a large PV array that cannot be seen from ground level. 

The lower roof includes a number of skylights to deep plan areas.    

Robust glazing systems will be selected to suit roof functions. Windows to front elevations 

addressing public areas will incorporate secure louvred ventilation panels and fixed 

glazing. To the more private teaching areas large glazed screens will be incorporated to 

promote indoor/outdoor teaching. High level windows to glazed screens and lanterns will 

incorporate manual control motor driven actuators. 

External building envelope materials can be summarized as follows: 

 Vertical timber cladding to external walls of teaching blocks; 

 Brick cladding to external walls of the entrance block and stair towers; 

 Polyester powder coated aluminium framed glazing, doors and rooflights;  

 Painted and/or polyester powder coated steel frame and balustrading to the 
external balcony structure; 

 Light coloured soffits to projecting eaves and canopies. 
 
Soffit lighting will provide safe egress from emergency escape routes during hours of 

darkness, whilst column lights will be used in the car park and adjoining footpath when the 

school is operational.  These lights will be carefully designed to prevent light pollution and 

nuisance to neighbouring residential properties. External lighting will be controlled with 

photocells and timers, to avoid disturbance to residents and wildlife along the woodland 

margin.  
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what I have included in the table above, I will be flexible. However, each project will be 

reviewed to ensure it is viable. 

As you have indicated that you would like to grow with a new provision project, please do 

not hesitate to get in contact with New Schools Network (NSN). They will offer their 

support to you as you progress with your free school application/proposal.  Please 

register with NSN at http://www.newschoolsnetwork.org/register-with-nsn (if you have not 

already done so).  

 Please see attached a menu of support for MATs which provides essential guidance on 

trust growth, leadership and governance.  

 Finally, I know there are a number of Trusts in SESL that have subsidiary/commercial 

companies that offer school improvement. If this is applicable to your Trust, I would 

appreciate if you could provide me with a one pager update on how the company 

interacts and contributes to the academic performance of your Trust.  

I look forward to working with you.  

Kind regards, 

 

 

South East and South London  
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Appendix 3 

 Floor Plan Boorley Green 
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Floor Plan Boorley Green 
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